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What learning looks
like at New Earswick

At New Easwick we believe that
learning should by a seamless
combination of basic skills and
hands–on learning.
We value giving back to others and our children can
often be found working with others in school or in the
community. We love to share our learning experiences
and use Celebration Days, witter , Tapestry, Facebook
and our school Newsletter to update our school community.

Our school is a safe and welcoming place to learn.
Every thought has gone into the classroom and communal spaces so that our rooms ‘work as hard as the
teachers’ and our environments promote a sense of
being part of something special.

We have a ‘no excuses’ policy towards learning and
believe that every child deserves the best opportunity to
achieve. As our motto says, we want our children to,
‘Have the best, the do the best, to be the best that they
can be.’

“To have the best, to do the best, to be the best that we can be.”
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Teaching timetable

11.05– 11.20am

During the course of the day, we
teach mini sessions with a focus
on keep up not catch up. We
combine mini sessions with
longer lessons so that children
have the opportunity to apply
their newly acquired skills in a
purposeful situation.

SPAG session
A short and lively session to fully immerse grammar into the current literacy genre. This session
is used for a combination of recall, teaching,
practising or applying grammar skills. This session supports the focus of the main literacy lesson.

11.20– 12.15am
Literacy lesson
Immersion– based literacy teaching. This lesson
focuses on a cycle of teach, model, scaffold,
practise, apply, review and edit. At New Earswick, we make decisions about the combination
of reading and writing weeks and how these
skills best support the outcome for the week.

8.50-9.30am
UFO session (Useful Four Operations) . A
school designed teaching session focused on
basic skills and arithmetic. New Earswick prides
itself on the roll out of this strategy across many
Pathfinder, York and North Yorkshire schools.

9.30– 10.30am
Maths lesson
Maths lessons are planned around the needs of
the class culminating in a Challenge Lesson at
the end of the week/unit. This lesson tests the
children’s ability to answer a problem or investigate a concept independently.

10:45-11.05am
Reading Carousel
A session based on immersion. Here pupils experience guided reading, individual reading,
reading for pleasure, genre themed activities or
grammar activities. Poetry rehearsal, comprehension and research– based activities also support and enhance the carousel.
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1.15-2.55pm

Spelling Buzz

Forest Schools

A pacey and lively session where children take control
of their spellings. Based on spelling patterns and topic
words, children study spellings in an engaging set of
activities.

Every year group gets the opportunity for regular Forest School learning time. A programme of key skills
has been developed by our Forest School leader. Recent investment in our Forest Schools resources allows for quality outdoor learning for all.

Topic Lesson

2.55-3.10pm

Twice a week and in three week blocks, pupils investigate History, Geography, Music, Art, Computing,
French, Design Technology and Science topics
through our whole school topics.

Assembly
Each invaluable assembly has a focus drawn up at
the beginning of the year. We run Whole– School assemblies, Senior Leader assemblies and Singing assemblies. Our four key House figures, as well as Joseph Rowntree, are discussed during our assemblies.
British values linked to our school needs are focused
upon during these assemblies too. YOYO Youth
group, the Methodist Church and Governors also run
regular assemblies. We hold Remembrance workshops at school for the community as well as celebrations such as religious festivals.

PE
Each week pupils are taught a PE lesson focusing on
the National Curriculum programmes of study and pupils experience additional sporting opportunities
through the Sports Premium Funding.

Pay it Forward
Going beyond reading buddies, our pupils spend time
teaching, mentoring and supporting learning in PE, Art
and many other subjects. Our pupils work with each
other across the classes and spend one afternoon
every three weeks with their partner class.

3.10– 3.20pm
Newsround, class Assembly
and whole– class reading
A relatively new but important feature of our day. This
sessions focuses on one or two key stories of the day,
followed by a discussion to promote Personal, Social
and Emotional well-being. We are proud to have
worked with Newsround’s Editor, Richard Atherton
when he visited school to develop the new Newsround
site. Each class has a Newsround display to share our
findings and promote
discussions on a
daily basis.

Enrichment
Every class builds enrichment activities into their carefully planned topics. These are purposeful activities
that promote life-skills or British values. Here are
some examples:


Skill Force Award



Pedestrian and Cycle training



How to sew a button on



How to tie your laces



Community work



Fundraising
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Early Years
Early Years at New Earswick Primary School are fun, exciting and inspire our youngest learners. We firmly believe that children learn best through an inquisitive and
explorative approach: play is how they learn best. Play is
serious work for our children – they challenge themselves,
problem solve, work together, communicate, negotiate,
develop an inquiring mind, express their ideas, imagine
and most importantly laugh!



Children are individually supported in their learning
journey by experienced and understanding adults
who understand how to extend their learning opportunities through interaction and provision.



Our planning revolves around and focuses on the
children’s needs, interests and stages of development.



We understand that learning should
be holistic; each of the 17 areas of learning cannot
be taught in isolation and we seek to provide opportunities for children to make links in their learning
and understanding.



New concepts are presented in a context the children understand to develop their learning and move
them forwards.



Children are encouraged to reflect upon their learning and participate in planning the next steps in their
journey.
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Following the children’s interests and their play
means that every day is an adventure; one
which evolves over time! As the children are in
charge of their learning they are intrinsically
motivated and show high levels of involvement.
They are excited to come in to school and
equally as excited to share their learning at
home!

Curriculum
Our curriculum is delivered
through whole– school topics.
Our topics this year are:

2018-19

1.
Immersion

It’s a Wild World
Mystery, Magic and Mayhem

Day

Me, Myself and I

2019-20
A Step in Time
Where in the world?

2.

Dead Famous

Unit of

Learning

Immersion Day
A family exploration day into the new topic or
theme. A hands-on day filled with exciting activities, visitors or workshops. Pupils get to
participate in several experiences in one day–
opening their eyes to the big picture.

3.

Unit of Learning
A term of teacher– led learning, independent
activities and self-led learning which builds
towards the ultimate goal of presenting our
findings at the Celebration Day.

Celebration
Day

Celebration Day
A follow– up day where families join us to celebrate each classes’ learning in whatever medium they choose!

“To have the best, to do the best, to be the best that we can be.”
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Immersion Day
A family day to inspire learning
for the new curriculum theme.
We value shared learning and
family engagement to bring
our topics to life.

Immerse
Inspire
Engage
Awe and Wonder
Unit of Learning
We carefully combine teacherled learning with independent
exploration. We encourage
resilience, responsibility and
readiness and create opportunities.

Open-minded
Positive
Reflective
Courageous
Individual

Celebration Day
We celebrate the curriculum
journey in many ways and always with our school community:

Galleries
Performances
Visits
Volunteering
Parties
Showcases
Events
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Curriculum Design
Pupils, parents, governors and members of our community contributed to the formation of our curriculum. After short– listing the values that they felt represented the school, we grouped these to form the
vision, and values of our curriculum and combined with our ethos, share our whole vision:
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Opportunities
Experiences
Core
Academic
curriculum
Experiences
Opportunities
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Academic

Experiences

Opportunities

Early Years

PHSE

News round

Mathematics

Enrichment

Sports clubs

Reading

Pay it Forward

Choir

Writing

Forest Schools

Youth Leaders

Spelling, grammar
and punctuation

Pupil Passport

Play leaders

Immersion Days

Council

Science

Performances

Voices

Computing

Visits

Proms

MFL

NEP Unlocks...

NEP Unlocks…

curriculum

RE

Drama

Music

Politics

Design Technology

Charity

Art

Careers

History

Enterprise

Geography
Music
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Feedback

We adopt a ‘live marking’ approach. Teachers spend a greater proportion of time giving verbal feedback to individuals,
groups or classes.

What does this look
like in a lesson?
In a lesson, we call this layers of
feedback.
Immediate

SWEEP
The teacher identifies spellings or grammar
errors.
1:1 conversations move learning forward.
Scaffolding occurs.

Features of marking at New Earswick:
Plenary




Maths answers are marked correct or incorrect

REFLECT
Review against Success Criteria
Use of green pen or pencil editing

Spelling errors are identified in skills and
topic work

Peer or self feedback



Grammar errors are identified in skills
and topic work

Teaching point for a misconception or to de-



Teachers complete observation sheets in
a personal mark book

A teacher’s mark book allows the teacher to
identify who has understood a concept or who
is struggling. It identifies what support a child
may need moving forward and, most importantly, it allows the teacher to plan what to
do next. This makes our marking effective in
moving learning forward or for promoting a
greater deepening of learning.

Peer marking

Review

MARK BOOK
Notes are made to inform future planning or
teaching
Booster/ interventions identified
Whole class editing sessions planned

Post lesson

DEEPER LOOK
Collection of books to review
Corrective teaching: groups taken to address
misconceptions
Plans made for Greater Thinking tasks
Discussions with support staff

Our Marking Policy sets out clear guidance
and expectations for marking.
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English– Writing
Our English curriculum combines the
National Curriculum with our whole–
school topic and the needs and interests of our classes.
Writing is a crucial life skill. We equip our pupils
with the firm foundations of grammar and composition in order to attain high quality outcomes.

Aims


Develop a love of writing



Encourage accurate use of grammar



Provide purposeful writing experiences

Our approach
We immerse children in the topic through reading and foundation subjects which allows us to
focus our writing on:


Magpie



Modelling



Scaffold



Practise



Apply



Evaluate and Edit



Publish

Early Years Foundation Stage
Writing is just one element of Communication. In Early Years, we work hard to develop children’s communication and language skills through talk, modelling and
discussion to support them in their structured writing
later on.
Children begin their journey towards writing by making
marks – big circular and straight lines.
‘Real’ drawing and writing opportunities are provided
in continuous and enhanced provision - children enjoy
writing shopping lists, resource requests, notices and
labels.
Children are initially taught to write their names, allowing them to be independent – labelling their own work
and identifying their own belongings. As their phonic
skills develop through directed teaching they begin to
‘write’ at all opportunities. We quickly move on to Talk
4 Writing where children imitate stories and use repetitive structures to write their stories independently.
Physical development is very important when learning
to write. Opportunities to develop gross and then fine
motor control are offered throughout our provision.
Lego, threading, ‘busy fingers’ activities and Dough
Disco are all favourites, which also help our pencil
control!

Key Stage 1
Children are taught a daily phonics or grammar session which pre– teaches the skills needed to be successful in the writing lesson. Talk for Writing and features of Big Writing are used to support and scaffold
writing. However, as the year develops , writing becomes increasingly independent. Creativity is encouraged through the immersion into our topics. Towards
the end of KS1, children are expected to be able to
identify and attempt to edit their own spelling errors by
using resources from the classroom.

Key Stage 2
A daily Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling session c
(GPS) compliments and pre-teaches the key elements
needed in the writing sessions . Total immersion in our
topics allows us to introduce writing across several
genres with greater ease. High expectations of accuracy are a must and editing and publishing sessions are
common practice.
Spellings are taught in patterns and linked to topic
themes. Daily Spelling Buzz sessions are used to
bring spellings to life. Spelling are rehearsed, practised and tested in an interactive and lively manner.
By the end of KS2 children are expected to identify
16 and edit their own spelling errors.

Early Years Writing sample
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Key Stage 1 Writing sample

Writing example for the Expected Standard in Year 2.
This writing shows the ability to apply vocabulary, grammar
and spelling accurately. Self– corrections and edits have
been attempted which improve the overall effect of the writing. The writing meets the intended purpose with some creative choices made to ‘hook’ the reader in. The writing is wellorganised with appropriate headings.
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Writing example for Exceeding
the Expected Standard in Year 2.
Writing at this level combines facts
from previous reading with good attempts at spellings of adventurous
vocabulary. Handwriting is an appropriate size and is beginning to
show signs of joining. Edits and
corrections are evident and self–
generated.

Key Stage 2 Writing sample

Year 4
Expected
Standard

Year 5
Expected
Standard

Year 6
Expected
Standard
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English– Reading

Early Years Foundation Stage
In our Early Years setting we create a life-long love of
reading and books. Books are provided in all areas –
Fiction and Non-fiction to support learning. All children
have at least one story session a day – building up a
love of familiar favourites. We are lucky to be able to
visit the village library regularly and have a number of
volunteers who enjoy coming to share books with our
children.

Our English curriculum combines the
National Curriculum with our whole–
school topic and the needs and interests of our classes.
Reading allows our pupils to access the world.
We value reading skills greatly at New Earswick
and embed reading within everything we do.

We use Jolly Phonics (synthetic) and follow the sequence of teaching from early sound discrimination to
polysyllabic words. Children read from coloured book
banded schemes which they are able to take home
and share. Each child reads independently with an
adult at least twice weekly. In the final term of Reception, children begin to share in group reading sessions
to develop comprehension skills.

Aims


Develop a love of reading



Encourage fluent and accurate reading for
all



Provide purposeful reading experiences

Key Stage 1

Our approach

Children are taught a daily phonics session which
builds on from their Early Years learning. Small groups
are used to fully embed phonic skills. Reading activities take the form of individual challenges in the Autumn Term before moving onto 1:1, group and eventually, guided reading. Reading sessions support the full
immersion in a topic and are a starting point for all
writing activities. Children follow Letters and sounds
and read from our coloured book bands. Visits to the
village library encourage children to be enthusiastic
about reading for pleasure. All our Key Stage One
classrooms have themed book corners which have
selected books by author and topic. Children can visit
these areas purely to read for pleasure.

We immerse children in the topic through reading and foundation subjects which allows us to
engage all learners in purposeful learning. We
strengthen our provision by adding discrete daily
reading sessions.


Daily Reading Carousel



Daily spelling and/or phonics session



Whole class reading



Topic linked texts

Key Stage 2
Each Key Stage Two pupil has a daily Reading Carousel session based on immersion. Here pupils experience guided reading, individual reading, reading for
pleasure, genre themed activities or grammar activities. Poetry rehearsal, comprehension and research–
based activities also support the carousel. This session builds confidence with the topic and text type and
a seamless transition to a writing task.
In addition to topic– themed reading lessons, we also
focus on the skills of inference, deduction and vocabulary.
We regularly use highlighter pens to identify the main
theme of a paragraph or section before identifying key
words and adding our own summary word or phrase.
Phonics sessions or bespoke interventions are provided for those who need it.
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English– Reading
Greater Depth; Greater Thinking
We use the term ‘Greater Thinking’ for any task
or activity which requires our pupils to use a
range of higher order thinking skills. We differentiate by providing opportunities to show these
skills but we also teach pupils how to do this.
For consistency, we display this in each classroom and we model sentence stems. These skills
are transferrable between any subject.

We focus on the use of answer stems:


I know this because



It says in the text



It suggests to me



It tells me



The word…… suggests/means

Before ‘linking’ the use of language back to the
text topic or a real life situation.
To abbreviate, we call this:

OEL
(opinion, evidence, link)
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Early Years Reading sample
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Key Stage 1 Reading sample

Expected Standard in Year 2

Exceeding Expected Standard in Year 2
23

Key Stage 2 Reading sample

Y6 Reading UFO

Reading and following recipes

Vocabulary
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Inference

Maths

Early Years Foundation Stage
Our primary role in EYFS is to develop a ‘sense of
number’ and an understanding of our number system. All of our Maths work is purposeful and
practical; embedded in play and provision. Initially, 1:1 counting skills are developed through every
opportunity – even giving out snack is a number
activity! We encourage children to recognise
numbers in their environment initially – door numbers, phone numbers, prices, and then begin to
match these to quantities. By the end of Reception, children can manipulate these numbers –
adding, taking away, doubling and halving. We
begin to move our Maths towards pictorial methods, alongside the abstract. With this in mind, the
children in their final term of Reception begin to
take part in the daily UFO.

Aims


Develop fluency in number



Encourage investigation



Provide purposeful real scenarios

Our approach
We want our pupils to be confident mathematicians who are able to apply their skills in a wide
variety of contexts. We have a set Calculations
Policy and basic skills are practised daily.



Focus on the four operations daily



Practise and review during the week



Culminate a topic with a challenge-style
lesson



Regular mental maths sessions

Key Stage 1
Children are taught a daily UFO session (Useful
4 operations) . Pre-teaching, feedback and future
development of skills is the main focus here. Pupils across Year 1 build up confidence with addition and subtraction before moving onto multiplication and division. In Year 2, greater focus is
made on new contexts and moving towards abstract (formal) methods. Content from the UFO
session is built upon in the Maths lesson. Here
pupils develop and hone their mathematics skills
in different contexts (often linked to their topic)
before applying their knowledge independently to
a puzzle, challenge or investigation in the challenge– style session.

Our Calculation Policy sets out the following
strategies:


Concrete– objects



Pictorial



Abstract

Key Stage 2
Pupils explore a greater range of topic and context questions in their daily UFO session. The
teacher spends time reviewing variations of questions and pre –teaching new coverage. Content
from the UFO session is built upon in the Maths
lesson. Here pupils develop and hone their mathematics skills in different contexts (often linked to
their topic) before applying their knowledge independently to a puzzle, challenge or investigation
in the challenge– style session.
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Early Years Maths sample

26

Key Stage 1 Maths sample
Year 2 Expected Standard

Year 2 Exceeding Expected Standard
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Key Stage 2 Maths sample

Y5 work on recognising number relationships.
Greater Thinking provided a chance to use
the classroom poster, e.g. I knew that...

(Left and Above Left) Year 4
adapt, evaluate and select
strategies to solve a variety of
problems.

“We encourage resilience
and independence
throughout the week so
that children are wellprepared for any problem
or investigation.”
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Greater Depth: Greater
Thinking
We use the term ‘Greater Thinking’ for any task
or activity which requires our pupils to use a
range of higher order thinking skills. We differentiate by providing opportunities to show
these skills but we also teach pupils how to do
this. For consistency, we display this in each
classroom and we model sentence stems.
These skills are transferrable between any
subject.

A classroom poster to
support independence.

We focus on the use of answer stems:


I know this because



It says in the text



It suggests to me



It tells me



The word…… suggests/means

Questions stems for
display.

In addition, question prompts are used which directly link to Bloom Taxonomy.
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Throughout our provision we offer the children real
and novel experiences, allowing them to explore and
investigate the world. We want the children to hypothesise and reflect on what they see, hear, feel and understand. We enjoy Forest School sessions on a
weekly basis – ‘Welly Wednesday’ provides great opportunities for exploring the world around us. Nonfiction books and ICT are used to research questions
which inevitably arise in the classroom each day.

Science
Aims


Develop excitement and curiosity



Promote investigative approaches



Be real-life and hands-on

Our approach

Key Stage 1

We want our pupils to become the scientists of the
future. Therefore, we encourage children to take the
lead in planning investigations. We balance teacherguided learning with independent application activities and vary the outcomes. Where appropriate,
learning is discrete and when useful, learning is
linked to the topic themes.

Pupils are encouraged to partake in class, group and
individual experiments and to make predictions independently. In Key Stage One and where appropriate,
children are taught how to reflect scientifically by stating what has happened. Some children may begin to
explain why something has happened.

Key Stage 2

Progression

Pupils explore scientific concepts and are encouraged
to explain what is occurring and how this has happened. Pupils record their findings in a variety of ways
including graphs, charts, videos, photos, diagrams and
tables. Further independent opportunities are offered
in topic sessions to investigate a personal line of enquiry or question and the application of ‘Plan, Do, Review’ is encouraged.

We use the Rainbow Continuum to pitch the skills
required for scientific activities. As the topic develops, children generally progress to higher order
thinking activities.

Early Years Foundation Stage
Knowledge and Understanding of the World is an
important aspect of the EYFS curriculum. Children
are just beginning to understand the world around
them, make predictions and test them out.

Greater Depth; Greater Thinking

Science Area:
Each classroom has a Science area:


Displaying the topic



Displaying the key questions raised by the class



Showing the learning journey



Giving key prompts



Modelling WAGOLL
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Music

Topic
Geography, History, Art and Design
Technology

Our approach
Our termly topics allow us to teach the National Curriculum in a creative manner. We are able to combine
direct teaching with independent exploration. We use
the Rainbow Continuum to guide our planning and to
promote progression in skills from one year to the
next. We set the highest expectations for our topic
work; promoting excellent written and mathematic
links. Our children learn about the world around them
in inspiring lessons which have basic skills at the
heart.

Our approach
We incorporate discrete music teaching with our topic sessions where appropriate. Children are encouraged to compose music, perform and evaluate performances. We run whole– school singing sessions
and have a school choir. Where possible, we engage music specialists to teach music. Music lessons are also offered for children in addition to curriculum lessons.

Performance
We value performance opportunities and provide a
range of opportunities:


Music recitals



Festive carol performances



Carols at our local care home



Summer Proms



Young Voices events



I sing Pop recorded performance

MFL– French
Our approach
We set out our own programme of study for
French. This builds in complexity as children
move through Key Stage Two. Where relevant,
the French curriculum offers the opportunity to
link topic vocabulary alongside verbal and written sentences.
32
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COMPUTING
Computing is taught in discrete lessons
for topics covering E Safety, Coding
and programming and publishing skills.
However, computing is also an integral
part of our daily curriculum with pupils
choosing how to capture, record and
improve their work. In Key Stage One,
pupils master using Ipads and apps
while pupils from Year 4 onwards
begin to use Chrome Books and desk
tops.

Religious Education,
British Values and PHSE

Typical enrichment examples from this year:


Pedestrian and Cycle safety



Who am I?



Can I believe what I want to?



Does money grow on trees?



Can I look after myself?



Can I feed myself?



Can I learn something new?



Can I perform a…?



What do I want to be?



Am I ready for secondary school?



Do we need rules?



What is democracy and the rule of law?
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New Earswick follows the Agreed Syllabus for York City Council. We select key
questions to follow linked to important
times of the year. Where possible, we
link social and emotional learning with
spiritual however, we also dedicate
curriculum time to RE weeks each
term. Through Enrichment sessions we
identify skills, knowledge and beliefs
required to be a successful citizen and
we design opportunities for pupils to
apply their learning in practical real-life
scenarios.

PE
PE at New Earswick follows the National Curriculum. Teachers teach lessons
that engage learners both indoors and
outdoors. We take opportunities to
learn about the effect of PE on your
body and how to warm up and cool
down effectively. Sports coaches deliver sessions beyond the National Curriculum like Martial Arts, Archery, team
building and survival skills.

Progression in PE
EYFS
In EYFS Physical development is a Prime
Area of learning. Gross and fine motor
opportunities are planned in all provision
to engage the children and develop their
strength and skill. Daily activities such as
Dough Disco and Dance Write all focus on
fine motor development, whilst discrete
PE
weekly PE sessions develop gross
motor skills.

Sporting and fitness opportunities this year:


Yoga



After school clubs 4 nights per week



Game of Actual Life



Teams for competition



Martial Arts



Didi Rugby



Dance, Football, Cricket and Netball clubs



Zumba and dance clubs



New Kit



University of York Health workshops



Brownlee Triathlon



Skill Force

Key Stage 1
In Key Stage One, children will focus on learning and mastering basic skills within PE.
Teachers deliver lessons which provide children with opportunities to engage in both
competitive and co-operative activities.

Key Stage 2
In Key Stage 2, children will look at developing and consolidating the skills they acquired
across KS1. Children will have the opportunity to apply their knowledge of these different
skills and selecting the techniques they feel
they need in order to be successful across a
broader range of sports. Pupils are encouraged to reflect and evaluate their performance.
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OUTDOOR LEARNING
We value learning in our environment
and each year group experiences the
great outdoors regularly. We apply
theory in a practical context and reinforce skills like: team work, resilience
and tenacity.
Children experience responsibility and
ownership of the area whilst enjoying
the muddy fun of the very British
weather.

Outdoor Education
EYFS
We love the outdoors in Early Years and offer
continuous outdoor provision each day . Our
outdoor areas offer alternative learning opportunities to those inside, often on a much larger
scale, allowing children to develop their gross
motor skills. We are always well prepared with
full waterproof suits and welly boots!
We also visit Forest School as often as possible,
exploring the natural environment and fostering
a love of the outdoors from an early age. Children access all areas of learning in this environment – Maths, Literacy, Knowledge and Understanding, Creative and of course Physical. They
learn how to take considered risks, challenge
themselves and be curious – all of the skills
needed to make them the very best learners.

Outdoor opportunities this year:


Skill Force– Duke of Cambridge Award



Residential visit to Kingswood



Survival skills



Den building



First aid



CAN ‘Community Action for Nature’

Key Stage 1
Where appropriate, our topic work is linked to
the outdoors. Subjects like Design Technology is
a key element of the outdoor learning as well as
the biological and materials elements of Science. Art and Design skills are put to the test by
using natural materials .
Key Stage 2
In Key Stage 2 pupils learn about plants, animals and habitats through outdoor earning. In
addition, geographical and historic studies can
be made. Pupils use their art, design and maths
skills to access interesting challenges which often
involves working with a partner class.
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At New Earswick we have worked hard to engage our community. We value contributions to and from the community and
even find time to celebrate together.

Partnerships and
Community

Parents
Parents are encouraged to volunteer in school. Immersion
days and celebration days are opportunities for parents to
work with their child in class. We hold open afternoons, invite
parents to comment on school developments via surveys and
questionnaire as well as having an open door policy.

Local community
We work especially closely with YoYo Youth organisation and
with volunteers from the local Methodist Church. Volunteers
support at playtimes and run a chill club called ‘Oasis’. We
invite these visitors to deliver assemblies too. In addition, we
work with Joseph Rowntree Housing Trust to keep our pupils
busy and safe in the community. Our pupils visit our local care
home, the village library and our Nature Reserve. Examples
are:


Oasis Club



Care Home visits



Nature Reserve



PCSO



Veterans



Community Action for Nature

FONES
Friends of New Earswick School help raise funds for many
school projects. Recently, they have invested in resources
inside school but are now looking to raise funds for the playground and grounds. All support is always gratefully received! Friendsofnewearswick.school@gmail.com

Business
We use local business in many ways:
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Right to Read volunteers



Careers days



Speakers



Assemblies



Workshops



Immersion Day activities



CYC Mayor visits

Environments
Consistency
Each classroom has a black Maths wall and a bricked English
Wall. To support the journey of a class through a topic, we also
use washing lines. Spellings are displayed by pattern and topic.

Writing
A magpie area allows great examples to be collected and used by
pupils. Prompts are displayed for pupils to select from and
shared work is displayed for reference.

Maths
RUCSAC is used to prompt children to Read, Understand, Choose,
Solve, Answer and Check their work. Greater thinking question
stems and the Greater Thinking poster is also displayed for reference. The current checklist is displayed and linked to the unit of
work.

Reading corners
Each room has a special place where children can read in peace.
These corners are all about reading for pleasure and making exciting reading choices.

Learning Journey board
This board shares our current journey and the key questions,
thoughts and examples of work. We use this board to reflect on
learning and to celebrate great learning.

Science area
This board shares our current journey and the key questions,
thoughts and examples of work in Science. We use this board to
reflect on learning and to celebrate great learning. We like to celebrate great maths and writing work here too.

Our school rules
We display our three school rules to allow children to reflect on
their behaviour and to keep an eye on the expectation. It makes
us fair and clear in all of our classrooms.

Newsround board
Every day we spend 10-15min looking at the local and global
news. We use this board to pin up interesting stories, questions
or thoughts.

Celebrations
Where possible, we display writing and maths across the curriculum to promote the high standards we have in our recorded
work.
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Personalising our curriculum
through personal development

To enhance our curriculum and in addition to the National curriculum, we also offer children the opportunity to unlock 6 key areas of
personal development. These sessions are delivered within a cycle
of sessions each week. Children complete a passport over a two
year period .
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